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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Overwhelmed with big screen TV and home theater audio options? What do you need to build the perfect home theater experience? Home Theater For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to plan a home theater system and choose components that fit your budget and your room.


	Beginning with the most basic information, this guide...
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Wiring Your Digital Home For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Enjoy your home more and boost its value
    

    Get wired for sound, home theater, VoIP, whole house Internet access, and more    

    If you've ever started a sentence with "I wish my home was wired for . . . ", this book is for you! Whether you're a do-it-yourselfer, a builder, or...
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The Archaeology of AthensYale University Press, 2001


	The city of Athens has played a leading role in the development of European civilization.

	When we look back through time to the origins of so many of the institutions and activities

	which thrive or are valued today, we are led to ancient Greece and, most often, to

	Athens in the Classical period (480–323 B.C.). Time and again...
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No Country for Old Men: From Novel to FilmThe Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2009

	I twice viewed No Country for Old Men in the theater, and on both occasions after the final image of Tommy Lee Jones had cut to black, there were audible exclamations from the patrons around me: “That’s it?” “What happened?” This twelfth film by Joel and Ethan Coen evoked the same response that the...
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Build the Ultimate Home Theater PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The best of both worlds—now THIS is entertainment
You love tinkering with technology. The digital lifestyle is your lifestyle.  So building your own Home Theater PC just might be as entertaining as using it. In these pages, a couple of fellow tinkerers explain the components and subsystems of a Home Theater PC and help you choose and pur-...
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Microsoft Office Live For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Automate common tasks like managing projects, customers, and documents
   The fun and easy way to share your data online and grow your business   

   Want to make Office Live work for you? Now you can get up and running quickly in all the basics with this nuts-and-bolts guide. From creating a Web site...
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The Distance Education Evolution: Issues and Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The Distance Education Evolution: Case Studies addresses issues regarding the development and design of online courses, and the implementation and evaluation of an online learning program. Several chapters include design strategies for online courses that range from the specific to the universal. Many authors address pedagogical issues from both a...
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Physical Computing: Sensing and Controlling the Physical World with ComputersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
We believe that the computer revolution has left most of you behind. Steve Jobs had similar thoughts when he founded Apple Computer and set out to build “computers for the rest of us.” The idea was to enable people who were not computer experts—like artists, educators, and children—to take advantage of the power of...
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Analyzing Computer Security: A Threat / Vulnerability / Countermeasure ApproachPrentice Hall, 2011

	
		“In this book, the authors adopt a refreshingly new approach to explaining the intricacies of the security and privacy challenge that is particularly well suited to today’s cybersecurity challenges. Their use of the threat–vulnerability–countermeasure paradigm combined with...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
A low-tech way to understand a high-tech system!

Create the home entertainment center that fits your home and your tastes    

Gadget fans, a home theater setup is the stuff your dreams are made of. This book keeps the dream from becoming a nightmare! Here's how to select, set up, and optimize a system, translate the salesperson's...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     
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